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Abstract. This paper presents statistical analysis of interpretation of 10 welded 
joints radiographs performed independently by 9 experts – qualified level 2 or 3 
certification specialists in RT with length of service from 3 up to 30 years. It was 
offered to use the Contingent coefficient calculated for each type of flaw (porosity 
and gas pores including elongated cavities,  slag inclusion including elongated slag 
inclusion, incomplete penetration, lack of fusion, longitudinal crack, root concavity, 
shrinkage grooves) and for each pair of experts to assess the impact of  subjective 
component (human judgment) on the interpretation results. Statistical experiment 
was carried out in accordance to using ad hoc technique. It showed only weak 
agreement between radiographers regarding the determination of the discontinuity 
type. Slag intrusions have strong agreement (coefficient of four pointed correlation 
more than 0,3) was observed only in 27,3% cases cold lapping in 8,3% cases during 
the identification. In general the strong expert’s agreement in determination of the 
flaw type by its projection on the radiogram revealed in 35,5% cases. This result 
causes to doubt on the appropriateness of using imperfection type as the basic 
quality assessment criteria in radiographic inspection. The separation of different 
types of flaws into classes was proposed, where each class includes flaws with 
similar projections on the radiogram.  

1. Introduction  

The result of the radiographic testing (RT) is image acquisition on a radiograph.  The 
decision on compliance (non-compliance) of a weld joint with requirements of the 
normative and technical documentation is made by comparing characteristics of the shadow 
image of a flaw with allowable values established by the normative and technical 
documentation. The following is related to flaw characteristics determined by the results of 
the shadow image analysis: flaw type, flaw sizes, total length of defects on the base length 
etc. [1].  

As a rule due to objective causes the flaw images are distorted by area and form [2]. 
Taking this as well as absence of practical recommendations for image analysis into 
account, it is not possible to determine unambiguously the type of a defect created the 
actual projection in the most cases. E.g. projections of such defects as gas pores (2011 
according to ISO 6520-1) and slag inclusions (301) are very hard to distinguish from each 
other; projections of lack of fusions (401), cracks (100), elongated cavities (2015), inner 
shrinkage grooves (5013), incomplete penetrations (402) are similar in appearance (fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. Image of different defect types on radiograph: different form pockets and slag inclusions (a), lack of 
fusion along the edge (slag pocket) (b), lack of fusions between beads (elongated slag) (c), incomplete 

penetration along the edge (shrinkage grooves) (d). 
 

 Absence of clear and understandable criteria of assignment of discontinuities to the 
particular type results in substantial differences in results of interpretation and to 
incomplete rejections and over rejects as a consequence. 

2. Ambiguity during interpretation of radiographs 

According to data [3], [4] mismatch of results interpretation of the experienced NDT 
inspectors can achieve 30–40 %. It is also observed that differences in results of defect type 
determination are observed even at the same operators under condition of interpretation 
performance in different times.  
 During interpretation the NDT operators themselves are in serious doubts.  Fig. 2 
shows processing result of polling of 9 RT certified specialists with work experience from 3 
to 32 years who were offered to assess the risk of wrong interpretation of the flaw by the 
results of its shaded image. Each specialist assessed the risk by the 6-point scale (0…5) for 
each defect pair, e.g. a gas pore – an elongated cavity, a gas pore - a slag inclusion etc. 
(table 1) [5].  

 
Table 1. Questionnaire form. 
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 As a result the highest risk of wrong interpretation is observed for the following 
defects:  incomplete penetration, elongated cavity (35%, 34%, 31% correspondingly), the 
lowest risk – for a gas pore (20%). It should be noted that some the wrong interpretation 
risk for separate defect pairs exceeds 50%: incomplete penetration– lack of fusion (fig. 2). 
 Thus it is obvious that the detection operation of possible image defects and 
determination of their type is of subjective nature and reliability of its performance depends 
on experience and intuition of the operator in many ways. 

To make a justified decision on availability of the subjective factor during 
interpretation the authors set the problem to evaluate the level of operators’ opinion 
consistency using statistical approaches. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Assessment of average risk of wrong interpretation of flaw according to polling data / symbol ● 

specifies maximum expected risk of error for particular defect pairs (given in brackets). 

3. Methodology of expert opinion consistency assessment 

Interpretation results of 10 images obtained as the results of X-ray examination of weld 
joints were used as the initial data for statistical processing. During the experiment the 
principle of contingency and observations was applied: all samples were selected at random 
and 9 experts evaluated the selected samples independently of each other. All experts are 
2nd and 3rd level RT certified specialists with work experience over 3 years and represent 8 
different NDT inspection laboratories [5].   
 It was required to identify flaw and determine its type on each obtained image.  
Flaw quantity in each sample varied from 1 to 7, total flaw number was 32. The observation 
unit during the experiment was discontinuity of the shaded image on one sample image.  
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3.1 Statistical base 

The initial statistical base for the analysis was the table of flaws revealed by experts.  
Observations in table 2 are represented by lines, and the following characteristics of flaw 
types are represented in columns (variable): 

 sample name (nominal sign);  
 flaw number in the sample (nominal sign);  
 opinion of 1-9 experts on flaw presence (0 — no, 1 — yes);  
 opinion of 1-9 experts whether the detected flaw is a gas pore (2011): 0 — no, 1 — 

yes, empty cell— flaw was not detected by the expert;  
 opinion of 1-9 experts whether the detected flaw is a linear porosity (2014): 0 — no, 

1 — yes, empty cell— flaw was not detected by the expert;   
 opinion of 1-9 experts whether the detected flaw is a clustered porosity (2013): 0 — 

no, 1 — yes, empty cell— flaw was not detected by the expert;  
 opinion of 1-9 experts whether the detected flaw is an elongated cavity (2015): 0 — 

no, 1 — yes, empty cell— flaw was not detected by the expert; 

etc. for all flaw types. 
 

Table 2. Representation of interpretation results performed by 9 experts. 

Sample  
Defect 

No 

Flaw presence Flaw size, mm 
Type 2011 Type 2013 Type 2014 

 
(0-no, 1-yes) 

1 … 9 1 … 9 1 … 9 1 … 9 1 … 9 … 

                  

3.2 Square contingency table 

Due to the fact that significant spread in expert interpretation results is revealed visually by 
the same flaws (upon analysis of completed table 2) it is possible to make an assumption on 
high share of subjective component in this process.   
 Objective use of information obtained from experts is possible only upon its 
conversion in a form suitable for further formalization and use of mathematically statistical 
methods.  Each expert can evaluate the observed objects in different scales.  Depending on 
which scale can represent expert opinions the expert judgments contain bigger or lesser 
volume of information and possess various capability for mathematical formalization.  
Selection of particular statistical methods of consistency evaluation of expert judgments 
depends on applied measurement scales.  
 In each concerned case the experts evaluated the property values of observation 
objects in the nominal scale.  When using the nominal scales the examined objects can be 
identified and distinguished based on three logical identification axioms used in the expert 
methods for result formalization [6, 7]: 

1) i either is  j or not j;  
2) i is j then j is i; 
3) i is j and j  is k then i is k. 

 In this case factors will act as the associative figures having information which can 
be formalized in the form of binary evaluations of two levels: 1 (expert opinions coincide) 
or 0 (expert opinion differs).  
 Thus the measure of expert evaluation consistency when using binary scales can be 
the measure of coincidence or non-coincidence of opinions of separate experts regarding 
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availability of particular type of flaw. Upon that the expert opinion coincidence analysis 
can be conducted in pairs only. E.g. it is possible to compare flaw evaluations of expert 1 
and expert 2, then – expert 1 and expert 3 etc. Number of such comparisons will increase 
with the number of experts. 
 The basis of comparison of two expert opinions when evaluating the presence of a 
flaw or presence of its particular type can be the square contingency table (table 3). 
Answers of one expert are set by a line in this table and answers of the other compared 
expert are set by columns. Numbers of flaw type are specified inside the contingency table 
and opinions on flaw types meet answer 1 - "yes" or 0 "no" of each expert. 

 
Table 3. General view of the contingency table for opinion consistency evaluation of two experts. 

 

presence of flaw type of 

j-th expert 

1—yes 0 — no 

presence of flaw type of 

i-th expert 

1 — yes a b 

0 — no c d 

 
 Data of the initial table were processed as follows for formation of the contingence 
table for each flaw type for each expert pair: 

 all null lines were removed in columns related to particular flaw type; 
 lines with numeric characters only (lines with empty cells were deleted) were taken 

into consideration when reviewing separate expert pairs (columns); 
 a unit at yes-yes intersection was set in the contingence matrix if the line related to 

particular flaw type and particular expert pair has 1-1 view; at yes-no intersection – 1-
0; no-no intersection – 0-0; no-yes intersection – 0-1. 

3.3 Contingency coefficient 

Based on such table of pairwise comparisons of expert opinions it is possible to calculate a 
set of criteria all of which are divided in two groups [8]: 

 correlation measures (association factors);  
 contingency measures (contingency factors). 

 A contingency factor or four-point phi-correlation factor calculated per the formula 
below is frequently used for consistency evaluation of two expert opinions: 

 

                          �沈珍 = 銚鳥−長頂√岫銚+長岻岫銚+頂岻岫長+鳥岻岫頂+鳥岻,                          (1.1) 

 
where a, b, c, d are frequencies from the contingency table upon consistency evaluation of 
opinions of i and j experts. 
 The contingency factor for the contingency table is an analogue of paired 
correlation factor for quantitative evaluations and takes values from –1 to +1. Upon 
negative value of the four-point correlation factor it is possible to talk of presence of 
reverse consistency of two experts when opinions of one expert are opposite to the opinion 
of the other expert. Upon positive value of the factor it is possible to talk of presence of 
expert opinion consistency.  Usually the contingency factor is deemed as significant when 
its absolute value is higher than 0,3 [9]. 
 The authors decided to calculate consistency in pairs between all experts by each 
flaw type and put them in one of the following intervals: 

 inconsistent opinions — sij ∈ [–1;–0,3);  
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 random opinions — sij ∈ [–0,3; 0,3];  
 consistent opinions — sij ∈ (0,3; 1]. 

 Thus upon sij ∈ [–1; 0,3) factor values it is possible to talk of weak consistency 
(inconsistency) of two independent experts while values sij ∈ [0,3; 1] are indicative of 
strong consistency. 

4. Statistical experiment results 

Procedures for formation of contingency tables and output of multidimensional distances 
between variables were used upon data processing.  
 Initially according to calculation results of multidimensional distances between 
variables i.e. experts based on correlation measure for binary data - four-point correlation 
evaluated the consistency level of expert opinion on availability of the defect itself.  It was 
established that experts have good consistency upon detection of flaw projections i.e. the 
most of reviewed flaws were detected concordantly by experts. 
 As the result of processing per the described method the contingency factor matrix 
with dimension of NxN (N – number of experts) were formed for each flaw type. A matrix 
for slag inclusion flaw type is given as an example (table 4). 

 
Table 4. Contingency factor matrix for slag inclusion discontinuity type. 

 1-301 2-301 3-301 4-301 5-301 6-301 8-301 9-301 10-301 

1-301  -0,258 0,577 -0,354 0,167   0,091 0,167 

2-301 -0,258  0,258 -0,158 -0,267   -0,592 -0,491 

3-301 0,577 0,258  0,300 0,730   -0,548 0,100 

4-301 -0,354 -0,158 0,300  0,478   0,408 0,261 

5-301 0,167 -0,267 0,730 0,478    0,067 0,100 

6-301          

8-301          

9-301 0,091 -0,592 -0,548 0,408 0,067    0,471 

10- 301 0,167 -0,491 0,100 0,261 0,100   0,471  

 
 Empty cells in table 4 for experts 6 and 8 mean that these experts in none case have 
interpreted the detected flaw as slag inclusion together with any other expert.  From table 4 
it can be seen that weak consistency of expert opinions is observed when making decision 
on referring the discontinuity to slag inclusion type: the contingency factor is less than 0.3 
in 72.7%. Data for all flaw types are given in table 5. 
 According to the results of conducted statistical processing it was established that 
expert opinions are most consistent when referring the flaw to the clustered porosity type 
(2013) (strong consistency is observed in 100 % of cases), crack (100) (90 % of cases), slag 
inclusion cluster (3013) (77,8 % of cases), singular gas pore (2011) (75 % of cases). In 
other cases the consistency is less than 70%. On the whole the expert opinion consistency 
can be characterized as low as for the most characteristic type of weld joints -  single gas 
pore (2011), elongated cavity (2015), single slag inclusion (3012), incomplete penetration 
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(402), lack of fusion (401), shrinkage grooves (5013) the random consistency should be 
expected and strong consistency is observed only in 35,3 % of cases (table. 6). 

 
Table 5. Data on expert consistency for different flaw types. 

Flaw type 

% of contingency factor inclusion in preset range 

[–1; –0,3) [–0,3; 0,3] (0,3; 1] 

weak consistency  strong consistency 

Single gas pore (2011) 8,3 16,7 75 

Single slag inclusion (3012) 18,2 54,5 27,3 

Elongated cavity (2015) 15 35 50 

Incomplete penetration (402) 11,1 80,6 8,3 

Shrinkage grooves (5013) 22,2 11,1 66,7 

Linear porosity (2014) 42,9 7,1 50 

Cracks (100) 10 0 90 

Clustered porosity (2013) 0 0 100 

Clustered of slag inclusions (3013) 11,1 11,1 77,8 

Lack of fusion (401) 8,3 16,7 75 

  

Table 6. Data on expert consistency when referring flaw projection to one of the following types: 2011, 2015, 

3012, 401, 402, 5013. 

Value interval of contingency factor 
% of contingency factor inclusion in preset 

range 

[–1; –0,3) 20,2 

[–0,3; 0,3] 44,5 

(0,3; 1] 35,3 

Total 100  

5. Division of defect types in project classes 

Based on the conducted experiment the authors propose to divide defect images in classed 
each of which includes defects with projections similar in form. For this purpose it is 
reasonable to use criteria accepted in ultrasonic testing [10]: upon relationship of maximum 
projection dimensions over 5 — it is considered as elongated, 4–3 — volumetric-extended 
(elongated ), 2–1 — volumetric (rounded). This classification considers impact of different 
flaw types on pipeline reliability and its loading condition as defects inside one class have 
close danger coefficients rk (table 7). 

Such simplification of the image identification procedure will enable to unify the 
decision making process according to the interpretation results and will result in increase of 
opinion consistency level of specialists as a consequence. 

Practical application of this approach is possible only as the result of establishment 
of such acceptance levels for image classes which application result coincides with reject 
results conducted per the applicable acceptance levels. Upon that the groundless incomplete 
rejection when using proposed criteria shall be excluded.  
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Table 7. Danger coefficients rk of defects [10] and defect image classes for steel butt welds made using arc 

welding. 

Defect type Danger coefficient on dead load Defect image class 

Round pores 1 
Single (S) 

Slag inclusions 1..1,5 

Elongated pores 1..2 
Elongated (El) 

Elongated slag inclusions 1..1,5 

Clusters 1..2 Clusters (C) 

Undercuts 1..3 

Extended (Ex) 
Pore chains 1..2 

Incomplete penetration 1..3 

Lack of fusion 1..3 

Cracks 100 Cracks (Cr) 

 
The work [11] proposed the rejection norms developed on the basis of the document 

regulating NDT of girth welds of oil-trunk pipelines effective in the Russian Federation 
(RD-25.160.10-KTN-016-15). The developed requirements met applicable requirements 
concerning one types of defects and were more stringent concerning the other types of 
defects.   
 An experiment was conducted, its results were processed and contingency factor 
was calculated for evaluation of separate expert opinion as per the provided methods for 
evaluation of RT specialist opinion consistency during interpretation according to the 
proposed criteria.  
 Interpretation results of 10 images obtained as the results of X-ray examination of 
weld joints were used as the initial data for statistical processing. During the experiment the 
principle of contingency and observations was applied: all samples were selected at random 
and 6 experts conducted interpretation both by proposed and by available criteria 
independently of each other. All experts are 2nd and 3rd level RT certified specialists with 
work experience over 3 years and represent 6 different NDT inspection laboratories.   
 Processing result of the whole information file for different image classes is given 
in table 8. 
 It can be seen from table 8 that expert opinions are most consistent when referring 
images to S class (good opinion consistency is observed in 86.6% of cases) and Ex class (in 
71.5% of cases). Expert opinion consistency during interpretation by proposed criteria can 
be characterized as high as for two (of three) proposed classed the most probable is the 
acceptable opinion consistency – contingency factor range [0,3; 1]. 

The expert opinion consistency evaluation observed when specialists were 
interpreting the same images per applicable and proposed criteria was conducted for the 
purpose of determination of effect from application of the proposed criteria. For this 
purpose all obtained contingency factors during the opinion consistency analysis of 
different experts by various flaw types 2011, 2015, 3012, 401, 402, 5013 and image classes 
S, El, Ex were grouped by intervals [–1; 0,3) and [0,3; 1] (ref. table 9). 

As the result it may be said that for the applicable criteria the most probable (66,2 % 
of cases) is low consistency or inconsistency of expert opinions when referring the flaw to 
one of types while the opinion flaw per the proposed criteria is observed only in 25,7 % of 
cases. Upon that application of the proposed criteria enables to increase number of cases of 
acceptable opinion consistency in 2.2 times (from 33.8% to 74.3%). 
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Table 8. Data on expert opinion consistency when referring flaw to particular image classes. 

Defect view classes 
% of contingency factor inclusion in preset range 

[–1; –0,3] [–0,3; 0,3] [0,3; 1] 

S 6,7 6,7 86,6 

Ex 7,1 21,4 71,5 

El 50 0 50 

 

Table 9. Data on expert consistency when interpreting per applicable and proposed criteria. 

Value interval of contingency 

factor 

% of contingency factor inclusion in preset range 

Applicable criteria Proposed criteria 

[–1; 0,3) 66,2 25,7 

[0,3; 1] 33,8 74,3 

Total 100% 100% 

 
 The conducted experiment proves efficiency of the proposed criteria of weld joint 
quality assessment per RT results which can be used in the automatic interpretation systems 
due to its unambiguousness.   

6. Proposals for ISO 10675-1 criteria improvement  

 Based on conducted statistical experiments the authors of this work propose to 
divide flaw images in project classes within norms of ISO 10675-1 quality assessment as 
the applicable quality assessment criteria of ISO 10675-1 have the following disadvantages 
[12]: 

 Criteria for linear porosity (2014) and clustered porosity (2013) based on total defect 
area are less stringent as norms for single gas pores (2012, 2011) which does not meet 
the strength calculations and multiple experiments conducted for the purpose of 
determination of effect of presence of such flaws on weld joint strength [13]. For 
achievement of quality level 2 the area of single gas pores (2012, 2011) shall not 
exceed 1.5%, clustered porosity (2013) – 8%, linear porosity (2014) – 4%. 

 Information on criteria of difference between linear porosity (2014) and clustered 
porosity (2013) is lacking in this document. In addition the various quality 
assessment criteria are given in the document for these flaw types which can lead to 
ambiguousness in interpretation results.  

 The document regulates different norms of quality assessment for flaws of lack of 
fusion type (401) and shrinkage cavity (202) even though their projections have an 
equal form.    

 Quality assessment criteria used in this document for linear porosity (2014) (a sum of 
areas of indication projections at section � ∙ �� in %) are not optimal. For example, at 
A=8% (maximum allowable total area of acceptance level 3) as per the above 
document, 17 pores with 3 mm diameter located in the sequence each 3 mm will be 
allowed. We propose to assess quality by total length of linear porosity at section 
L=100 mm of a weld. 

 To solve the above problems of ISO 10675-1 and in accordance with the conducted 
researches the authors propose to accept new quality assessment criteria specified in table 
10. 
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Table 10. Proposed quality assessment criteria for different defect image classes (based on 
acceptance level 3 as per ISO 10675-1). 

№ Defect image class Defect types as per ISO 
6520-1 

Proposed quality evaluation criteria 

1 S (Single) 2011 A ≤ 1,5 % at L=100 mm 
2 C (Cluster) 2013 d ≤ 0,3s, but not exceeding 3,0 mm 
3 El (Elongated) 2015, 2016, 301 h ≤ 0,3s, but not exceeding 3,0 mm 

Σl ≤ s, but not exceeding 50 mm at 
section L=100 mm 

4 Ex (Extended) 402, 5013, 401, 2014 not admissible 
5 Cr (Cracks) 100 not admissible 
d: projection diameter of round discontinuity 
l, h: length and width of discontinuity projection 
s: thickness of welded plates 
L: base length 

7. Conclusions 

Due to absence of practical recommendations for image analysis on X-ray films it is not 
possible to determine unambiguously the type of a defect created the actual projection in 
the most cases.  

As a result of specialist polling it has been found out that the highest risk of wrong 
interpretation is observed for the following defects:  incomplete penetration, lack of fusion, 
channel pore (35%, 34%, 31% correspondingly), this points to the fact that determination of 
defect type is of subjective nature and reliability of its performance depends on experience 
and intuition of the operator in many ways.  
 According to the statistical experiment results when the contingency factor was 
determined for each discontinuity type the expert opinion consistency can be characterized 
as low as the random consistency should be expected for the most characteristic 
discontinuity types of weld joints such as a single pore, elongated cavity, single slag 
inclusion, incomplete penetration, lack of fusion, shrinkage grooves.  
  Based on the conducted experiment it is proposed to divide defect images in classed 
each of which includes defects with projections similar in form. Rejection criteria by 
projection classes were developed on the basis of the rejection criteria of butt welds of oil-
trunk pipelines applicable in the Russian Federation. The statistical experiment showed that 
application of the proposed criteria enables to increase number of cases of acceptable 
opinion consistency in 2.2 times (from 33.8% to 74.3%).  

Based on the performed work the new quality evaluation criteria were developed on 
the basis of ISO 10675-1 where different defect types are combined in corresponding 
project classed and the defect projection sizes are evaluated. 
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